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This paper is the second part of a taxonomic inventory of the Triehoptera of the Ama-
zon Basin in Brazil. The reader is referred to the first part of the series (FLINT, 1971) for
the general introduction, map of collection sites, key to the families, and review of the
families Rhyaeophilidae, Glossosomatidae, Philopotamidae, and Psychomyüdae.
This paper dealing with the Hydropsychidae treats nine genera and 49 species known
or expected to oecur in thc Basin. I have included in the type series ofany new species all
the examples of the species known to me regardless of their origin. In addition to the material
discussed in the earlier part of this series, I have included examples from the collection's of
Cornell University, lthaca, New York (CII), the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts (MCZ), the American Museum of Natural History,
New York, New York (AMNÐ, and the Universidad Central de Venezuela, Instituto de
Zoalogia Agricola, Maracay (Maracay).
Family Hydropsychidae
This family hæ representatives in all regions of the world, including many rather
isolated oeeanic islands. They are inhabitants primarily of flowing waters, although a
few are able to survive on wave-washed rocþ shores of lakes. Withn flowing waters,
all manndr of rivers and streams and bottom types are inhabited by their own assemblage
of species. All larvae construct some type of silken net attached to a retreat by which
they filter out their food from the flowing water (SATTLER, 1963;WALLACE, 197S;etc.\
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The family is divided into four subfamilies, two of which, the Diplectroninae and
Arctopsychinae, are limited to the northern hemisphere in the New World. The other
two subfamilies, the Hydropsychinae and Macronematinae, which are widely distributed
over the world, are both represented in the Amazon. Only one hydropsychine genus,Srnl'-
cridea, is known from South America, whereas there are eight macronematine genera.
The genus Synoestropsis is the only New World genus belonging to the macronematine
tribe Polymorphanisini which tribe is easily recognized by the loss of the palpi in the adult
stage. The remaining seven genera, Leptonema, Neoleptonema Blepharopus, Plectromncro-
nema, Pseudotltacroneïn, Centromncronema, and Macronetna belong to the typical tribe,
the Macronematini.
Key to Genera
1. Antennae generally shorter than forewing; size smaller; forewing rarely exceeding
Smm. .... smicridea
Antennae much longer than forewing; forewing usually over 7 mm . 2
2.Palpilacking. .. Synoesffopsis
Palpi present 3
3. Femur of hindleg with th¡ee spurs; apex of forewing emarginate . . . . PlectromùÛonena
Femur of hindleg with four spurs; apex of forewing evenly rounded . . . . . . ., . 4
4. Head middorsally with a longitudinal carina (reduced to a short carina posteriorly
in the female)
Head without a longitudinal carina
Blepharopus
5. Maxillery palpus with second segment I Il2 to 2 times as long as third segment 6
Maxillary palpus with third segment as long as or longer than second segment 7
6. Forewing with M3+4 b¡anched at c¡ossvein m 
. . LeptonemaForewingwithM3a4branchedwellbeyondm ,....Neoleptonema




8. Forewing without a croswein between R2 a 3 ând R4; color of forewing pale with
many irregular anastomosing, dark lines crossing it and a larger spot on the stigma(fig.1t8) pseudom¿cronema
To:.*Tg with .a. cross vein between R2 a 3 and R4, or if lacking it, color a well-defined, yellowish and brown pattein (fig. 101)
Genus Smicridea McLACHLAN
This, the only hydropsychine genus known in south America, is found throughöut
the continent, north into the southwestern United States, throughout the Antilles, and in
Australia and Tasmania .I recognize two subgenera, Smicridea with two pairs of reticulate
sacs in the apical segments of the male abdomen, and Rhyacophylax which lacks these sacs.
The immature stages which üve in lotic situations are often more tolerant of warmer.
more slowly flowing streams than those of other genera in the family. The larvae live in
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silken retreats attached to rocks and logs.where the flowing water keeps the nets distended.
At pupation, a domelike shelter of debris lined with silk is constructed. The larvae of a
number of species from North and Central America and the West Indies have been described
(ROSS 1944, FLINT 1968,1974b).
Key to Species
l. Abdomen of male with two pairs of internal reticulate sacs
Abdomen of male without such sacs
2. Aedeagus tubular, long, apex with an elongate internal sclerite .
Aedeagus not tubular, short, open apically withvarious proc€sses and spurs
3. Tenth tergite narrorv in lateral aspect, in dorasal aspect narrow apically, but greatly
broadened basad . aequalis
Tenth tergite broader in lateral aspect, in dorsal aspect only gradually enlarging basad from
ab¡oadapex,. .. truncata
4. Aedeagus internally with three pairs of short spines; tenth tergum dorsally with
broadly rounded apices almost contiguous
Aedeagus internally with two pairs of long spines, and a single shorter spine;
tenth tergum dorsally with apical lobes displaced laterad .
5, Tenth tergite with an angulate do¡solateral scleritE covered with spicules
Tenth tergite lacking such spicule covered sclerites
6. Aedeagus bearing a pair of erect, slender processes from tip . . . appendiculato
Tip of aedeagus without slender processes 7
7. Apex of aedeagus with a slender, tongue-like ventromesal process , pseudolobata
Aedeagus without.an apical, ventromesal process I
8. Aedeagus apically produced in dorsolateral winglike flaps, with dorsal surface bearing
several spinules . marlieri
Aedeagus without either dorsolateral flaps o¡ do¡sal spinules 9
9. Apex of aedeagus with a pair of large internal spines, arising ventrally, curving dorsad
laterally and then over dorsum
Aedeagus without such spines
10. With a pair of large spurs, one on each side of aedeagus, arising beneath tenth tergum
Without such large spurs, at most a small inconspicous point. .
11. .Tenth tergum normal, tapering dorsad or mesad in respective aspects .
Tentir tergum ending in a pair of sharp points on each side, widely separated
dorsomesally
12 Aedeaguswithanapicoventral¡owand alzterulpatchof spicules . .
Aedeagus with no more than a few apicolaterad spicules
13. Aedeagus with a long, slender internal sclerite, but lacking apicolateral sclerites . . .
Aedeagus bearirg apically a sclerite laterad to the internal rod-like sclerite
14. Tenth tergite in lateral aspect, t¡uncate, with a small dorsally directed point . . . . .
Tenth tefgite in late¡al aspect produced into a narrowly rounded lobe directed
posteriad.
15 Apex of aedeagus with a pair of darkened, apicodorsal points























. . . vílela
Smicridea (5. ) aequalis BANKS
Figures l.-3
Smicridea aequølis BANKS, 1920, p. 258. - MOSELY, 1931, p. 170. - FISCFIER, 1963, p. 130. -
FLINT, t967 , p. 13; 197 4a, p" 87 .
Fteviously this species had been known only from north rcf the Amazon - Surinam alrd Guyana.
The specimens from near Jatobal are clearly tiris species.
M¿terial. - Brazrl, Edo. Para, 4-5 miles west of Jatobai,24 Aú. t9'î4,J.F. REINERT, 23ó (#43)
Smicridea (5. ) rntncata FI,INT
Figures 4-6
Smicrídeø (5.) truncatdFi,INT, 1974a, p. 91.
This species recently described fiom Surinam, is here ¡ecorded f¡om Brazil. Iir addition I h¿ve
seen another male from Georgetolvn, British Guiana.
Material. -Brazil, Ponta Negra, 6 June 1962, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, id (A-385). Santanem
(F.A.O.), 7-8 Dec. 1963, G. MARLIER, U.V.light, 2ó 59 (120).
Smicridea (5.)sexspinosø n. sp.
Figures ?-9
This speeies, a member of the nigripennis gtoup, is closely ¡elated to S.inaequispinq FLINT, frorn
which it is to be distinguished by the shape of the aedeagus only. In 
^!.sexspinasa the ventral su¡face of
the aedeagus buþes strongly, but tapers to a na¡row tluncate apex, and bears a smail ventrolateral flap.
Adult. - Length of forewing, 4 rnm" Color in alcohol nearly uniformly brown, with an indieatio¡r
of a paler mark in stigmal area of forewing. Fifth ste¡num of maie with ánterolateral process length of
sternum; with two pairs of internal reticulate sacs. Male genitalia: Ninth segment v;ith anterior margin
produced into a ¡ounded lobe. Tenth tergite narrowly produced in lateral aSpeet; in dcrsal aspect with
a srnall mesal tooth. Clasper very long, basal segment almost parallel-sided; apical segment mo¡e than
half as long as basal segment, tip pointed. Aedeagus with apical half tapering to a nafiow, truncate apex,
ventral surface buþing ventrad, with a small vent¡olateral flap subapically; with th¡ee pairs of internal
spines,
Material. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Gebiet Endstation Rio Marauia, Bergbach II, schattig, starkes
Gefülle über Granitblöcken, 26 lan. t963, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang (4498) USI.{M Type ?4152.
Smícrideø (5. ) reinerti n. sp.
Figures lG12
This species clearly belongs to the same species group as the pÌevious species, but stancls a bit apart
from the other known species. The dorsal asp€pt of the tenth tergum is very distinctive, as are the very
long internal spines of the aedeagus.
Adult, - Length of forewing, 4-5 mm. Colo¡ fuseous, face with whjte hair, legs nearly stramineous;
forowing with two narrow tranwerse Ìflhite bands and with white apical fringe. Fifth ste¡num of male
with anterolateral process length of sternum; with two pairs of internal reficulate sacs. lvlale genitalia:
Ninth segment narrow laterally. Tenth tergite produced in an upturned apical point in lateral aspect; in
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dorsal aspect with a very broad apicomesal excision, lobe short and rounded. Clasper long, basal segment
widened apicad; apical segment about half length of basal s€gment, tip pointed. Aedeagus broad basally,
apical half tapering to a naÍow apex with a small lateral pointed lobe; with five elongate internal spines,
of which dors¿lmost is unpaired and angled either to right or left.
Material. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Edo. para, 164 km. w. of Altamira, g Nov. rg74, J.F. REINERT(#112) (Museum Sao Paulo). Paratypes: Same, but 9.Nov. 1974 (#ll4), ld, 19.
Smicrideø (R.) caligøta FLINT
Figures 13-16
Smicridea (R.) cøligøtø FLINT, 1974a,p.91.
This species was recently described from examples taken in Surinam. It is here recordecl f¡om
near the venezuelan borde¡ in Brazil, and from an adjacent a¡ea in venezuela.
Mate¡ial. - Brazil, Rio Marauia, Endstation vor langer Cachoeira, Fluss tdtt hier aus dem Gebirge
mit starkem Gefülle, 28 Jan. 1963, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, 1d (A-502). Venezuela, Edo. Boüvar, Kana-
rakuni (450 m), 8 Feb. 1967,F. FERNANDES Y. & A. D'ASCOLI, 7d (Maracay).
Smicridea (R. ) øppendiculata FLINT
Fþures 17-19
Smicridea (R.) appendicul¿r¿ FLINT, 1972, p.23g.
This species was described f¡om the hovinces of Santa Fe and Misiones in Argentina. This specimen
f¡om Brazil differs in several small ways from the types. The most notable diffe¡ences are in the apex of the
aedeagus, which is more bulbous, and the tenth tergites which are a bit narrowe¡. However, these ãiffe¡ences
do not seem to be of specific varue. The figures are the type from Äcgentina.
Material. 'Btazil, Rio Solimões, bei Mission St. Rita, 24 Aug.196l, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, ld(A-234).
Smicridea (R.) psañolobata n. sp.
Figwes20-22
Smicridea (R.) lobata,nec. IJlmer: FLINT, I974a,p.95.
This is the species from Surinam that I douptfully referred to lobøta Ulmer in 1974a. Since then,
through the courtesy ofDr. A. Neilsen, I have been able to study the type oflobata. The aedeagus of
lobata is esæntially ülentical to that of S. (R.) signø¡a (BANKS); and Iïouh synonynúze the names
except for the differences in the tenth tergurr" lilobata the tergites are widelyseparated dorsomesally,
and have a large bifurcate lobe from the ventral margin.
Frot¡lobata, pseudolobata diffe¡s in lacking the pair ofapicodorsal lobes, and senate latetal
proc€sses on the aedeagus, and the ventral lobe from the tenth tergite is a ¡ounded serrate st¡ucture. I
am repeating the fþure prepared from the Surinam material as it serves equally well for the B¡azílian
mate¡ial.
. lau{. i.L"nqh of forewing, 5 mm. Color in alcohol, pale yellowish with darker spots (probably
nearly identical to tll'a¡t of. sígnaf¿, see FLINT, 197 4b, Ítg. 30). Anterolateral process of fifth sternum
extending to just beyond middle of sixth stemum; without internal sacs. Malõ genitalia: Ninth segment
with anterior margin nearly vertical, anterolate¡al lobe small. Tenth tergum deJply and widely rlivided
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dorsomesally; tergite ending in a long, narrow lobe in both dorsal and late¡al aspects, ventrolateral margin
bearing a rounded spinose lobe. Clasper with basal segment long, slightly inflated apicad; apical segment
bluntly pointed. Aedeagus with the base enlarged, bent at nearly right angles to stem; with a distinct
dorsal cap at midlength; apex with a fixed, tongue-like vent¡omesal lobe, dorsum produced into a srnall
semimembranous protuberance, internal sclerites long and slender, often everted, with a pair of small
lateral spines.
Material - Holotype male: Brazil, Amazonas, Rio Marauia, Endstation vor langer Cachoeira, Fluss
titt hier aus dem Gebirge mit starkem Gefälle, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, 28 lan. 1963 (A-502) USNM
7 41 53. Pantypes : Same data, L2ó 1 9Ç ; same, but 24 Jan. 19 63, 4 ó 659 (A-496).
Also known from four localities ir Surinam, listed by FLINT, 1974a, p,96.
Smicrideø (R.) marlieri n. sp
Figures 23-26
This is a very distinctive new species, not clearly ¡elated to any other desc¡ibed species of the
genus. The ape"x of the aedeagus is distinctive, especially its large apicolateral lobes with their dark-
tipped mesal process.
Adult, - længfh of forewing, 4.5 - 5 mm. Width of eye middormlly almost 2/3 that of interocular
distance. Colo¡ in alcohol pale yellowish; forewing with a paler, scalloped, subapical bandt with da¡k
marks along chord, basal 1/4 of wing da¡ker. Fifth abdominal sternum with anterolateral process about
length of stemum; no internal sacs. Male genitalia:, Ninth segment with ante¡olateral lobe very short and
broad. Tenth tergum with a small basolateral lobe, tip clearly divided in dorsal aspect; tergite ending in
a terete lobe. Clasper with basal segment not widened apicad. apical segment bluntly rounded. Aedeagus
with basal portion enlarged, apical portion at right angles to basal, comparatively short; apex with a few
rather large points from dorsum before tip, with a pair of dorsolateral lobes, bearing from inner faces a
smaller, dark-ttpped process, intemal scierite long and slender.
Mate¡ial. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Para, Santarem (FAO), 7 Dec. 1963, G. MARLIER, ultraviolet
light (no. 120). (Brussels). Paratypes: Same data, 2Aó 4e, Amazonas, Manaus, Reserve Ducke, 20 Oct'
1963,c. MARLIER, 1d 6ç (96). Côtedu Ma¡ecâo (Solimões),22Ma¡.1964,G. MARLIER, ló2e.Lac
Redondo, 3 Aug. 1963, G. MARLIER, ld (45).
Venezuela, Amazonas, Puerto Ayacucho, 16 April t967,F. FERNANDEZ Y, ld; same, but 15
April 1967, 39 (Maracay).
Smicridea (R.)volutø n. sP
Fgures 27-29
This is avery distinctive species, without clear relationships within the subgenus. The curled api-
colateral spines of the inte¡nal sclerite in the aedeagus are distinctive. The anterolateral processes of the
fifth sternum in the male are the longest yet found.
Adult. - Length of forewing, 5 mm. Width of eye of male in dorsal aspect slightly less ttnn half
that ôf interocula¡ distance. Color stramineous; forewing with dark spots in cell M and anal cell, with a'
dark line albng chord, and a subterminal da¡k line beyond which the tip is slþhtly da¡kened. Male with
anterolateral process of fifth sternum prominent and dark; as long as fifth though seventh sternâ, tip
slightly inflated and curved; without internal sacs. Male genitalia: Ninth segment with ante¡olateral mar-
gin strongly produced. Tenth tergum divided apicomesally, with basolateral angle distinctly produced;
tergites slightly produced in bteral aspect, in dorsal aspect with a small apicomesal lobe. Clasper with
basal segment long, parallel-sided; apical segment bluntly pointed. Àedeagus with base enlatged and
nearly at right angles to the stem; tip unernamented; internal sclerites threadlike with apicolateral spines
which appear as a dark rounded lobe in lateral aspect, but in dorsal aspect are ¡evealed as a pair of spines
curled dorùlly one behind the other.
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Material. - Holotype male: Brazil, Rio Solimões, Bereich von Favonio, I Sept. 1961, E.J. FITTKAU
(A-253). USNM Type 74154. Paratypes: Same data 96¿ 25ç. Ilha do Careiro, Parana da Terra Nova,
rechtes Ufer, Solimões-Amazonas, 16 Mar. 1961, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, Uh¡zeit l9oo-20oo, lç
(A-139-1); same, but later than 2600, ca. 500 m unterhalb der Mündung, flaches Ufer, 1¿ 1ç (A-139-2).
Rio Negro gegenüber Raffineire, wenige km vom Solimões, 17 Mar. 1961, Lichtfang, 30 le (A-144-I),
Parana do Careiro, etwa 5-6 km unterhalb des Parana-Beginns, flutuantes bei Divinopolis, 28 Jul, 1961,
Lichtfang, 6d 4ç (A-221). Parana do Careiro, Divinopolis 29 Jul. 1961, Lichtfãng, ló 199 (A-223).
Rio Solimões, etwa I Stunde oberhalb der Mündung des Rio Takana, 20 Aug. 1961, Lichtfang, 1d 19
(A-231-l). Rio Solimões, bei Mission St. Rita, 24 Aug. 1961, Lichtfang,lT a 34e (A-234). Rio Solimões,
I Stunde von S. Antonio do Icá entfe¡nt, keine Nebengewässer in der Nähe, 28 Aug, 1961, Lichtfang,
5ó 179 (A-242). Rio Tonantins, Villa Nova, 29 Aug. 1961, Lichtfang, 1d (A-245). Rio Solimões, Fonte
Boa, 2 Sept. 1961, Lichtfang, 8d 14ç (A-254). Rio Solimões, Ilha Jucara, etwa 300 m entfernt eine Bach-
mündung (schwarzes Wasser), 3 Sept. I 961, Lichtfang, 47 ó llc (A-255). Igarapé Uarini, 20 km oberhalb,
4 Sept. 1961, Lichtfang, l'1ó l4c (A-256). Rio Solimões, bei der Mündung lpixuna, l2 Sept. 1961,
Lichtfang, 103ó 165ç (A-260). Rio Solimões, etwa 15 km unterhalb Coari, 3 Sept. 1961, Lichtfang,
4d 6ç (A-261). Rio Solimões, Ponta Periquitos, L5 Sept. 1961, Lichtfang, 8ó 769 (A-264). Rio Negro,
Höhe von Moura, linkes Ufer, 5 Feb. 1962, Lichtfang, 2ó (A-33L). Rio Marauia, Endstation vor langer
C:choeria, Fluss tritt hier aus dem Gebirge mit starkem Gefälle, 24 lan. 1963, Lichtfang, ld (A-496).
Parana do Careiro (Crato), 2 Aug. 1963, G. MARLIER, 2ô (45). Parana da Eva,23 Oct. 1963, 3d
48e (l0l).
Rio Solimões, mouth R.Jutahy, 3 Sept. 1920, Cornell Univ. Exp., 1ó. No data, 1ó (CtD.
Smicridea (R.) ephippiþr n. sp
Figures 30-32
This is a most striking new species, showing no similarly to any other described species. The pre-
sence of the lateral curved spinose lobes, and the large spinose patch apicoventrally on the aedeagus and
the heavily sclerotized bifurcate apex of the tenth tergite are all unique.
Adult. - Length of forewing, 4 mm. Color unknown; specimen in alcohol. Fifth abdominal sternum
with anterolateral process appearing to be shorter than length of sternum; no internal sacs. Male genitalia:
Ninth segment with anterolateral lobe broad, rounded; ventral strap broad. Tenth tergites greatly modified,
apex heavily sclerotized and produced into two spines, in dorsal aspect deeply and broadly divided me-
sally with spines apicolaterally. Clasper with basal segment long, expanded apicad; apical segment straight,
tip narrowly rounded. Aedeagus with basal portion enlarged, at right angles to stem; apex with a vent¡al
bipartite brush ofspines, internal sclerite long and sinuous;dorsolaterally with paired, heavily sclerotized
hook-like lobes bearing many spines on ventral margin, which sit saddlelike over aedeagus within tenth
tergum (actual origin of these lobes unknown as they appear to be independent structures).
Material. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Rio Paru, MallocaApicó, 20 April 1962,8.J. FITTKAU, Licht-
fang (A-366-1). USNM Type 74155.
Smicridea (R. ) glødiøtor n. sp.
Figures 33-35
This species clearly belongs to the acuminata grovp as is shown by the general conformity of the
genital parts and color. It is probably most closely related to the following species, g. (R.) marua n. sp.,
but may bedistinguished in the male genitalia by the presence of a basclate¡al lobe on the tenth tergúm,
and long, swordLike process€s overlapping the aedeagus laterally.
Adult' - Length of forewing, 5 mm. Color in alcohol, pale yellowish; forewing coloration appearing
tobehkeacuminatamale(FLINT L974b,Fig.34).\ryidthof eyeof male middo¡sallylessthan tlZtnat
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Srnicridea (R. ) verruiculøtø n. sp.
Fþres 42-44
This new species appears to be related to S. /R.i weidneri FLINT, but is easily recognize¿ by the
c<¡loratiotr which is similar to that of pllidivittats. ^llþ male genitalia offer distinct characters in both
the tenth tergum and aedeagus, The tenth tergite ventrolaterally ends in a distinct lobe or spine just
before the apex (except in the examples ftom Rio focantins, which lack this lobe) and the aedeagus
apically bears a few small lateral spinules, and a vcry long sinuous internal sclerite.
Adult. ' Lerrgth of forewing, 4-4.5 mm. Color brown; forewing rvith a distinct subapical wfilte
band. trrifth sternuû with anterolateral process slightly longer than sternum; without internal sacs. Male
genitalia: Ninth segment with anterolateral process broadly expanded. Tenth tergum with tip elearly
divided in dorsal aspeet; tergite ending in a telete lobe, ventrolateral margin (sometimes rvith a few lateral
spines) ending apically in a distinct snrall lobe or a sharp spine, visible in both dorsal and lateral aspects.
Clasþer with basal segment long; apical segment bluntly ¡ounded. Aedeagus with base enlarged, apical
portion long, slightly depresseel, clotsal margin strongly sclerotized, with a small dorsal hood-like sclerite;
típ slightly uptuned, ending in a mernbranous lobe, with a few small spicules laterally; interrnl sclerites
long and sinuous, upturned at apex.
Material. - Holotype, male: Argentina, Prov, Misiones, Arroyo saura, 9 km north of L.N. Alem,
20 Nov" 1973,0.S. FLINT, Jr. USNM T¡rpe 74158. paratypes: Same data, 1ld g9. Rio lguazú, Canp
Nandu, 25 Nov. 1973, o,s. FLINT, .Ir., 5cr. Ao. piray Mini, west of Dos l-Iermanas, 23 Þtrov. 1973, o:s.
FLINT' J!.' 1-d. Á'Ð. Piray Guazu, north of san Pedrc,22 Nov. l9?3, o.s. FLINT, Jr., ld. do. coati,
15 kr¡reast ofSan Jose, 1&19 Nov. 1973, o.s. nLIbIT, Jr., 5d. paraguay, Arroyo Tapkacuay,san Estanis-
!ao, 27 Nov. 1973, o.s" FLINT, Ir., ld 4Q. Rio Aquidaban, cerro cora, 29 Nov. 1973, o.s. F.LINT, Jr.,
2l5d l. 39. 2 km south of Cer¡o Cora, 28 Nov. 1973, O.S. FLINT, Jr,, 97 ó 4e.
Brazil, Edo. santa catarina, Nova Teutonia,22 sept. 1,96ó,,F. PLAUMANN, 39; same, but 22 sept.
1.964,2s;sarne, but Sept. 1964, 99; same, but 16 oct. 1964, l.¿;same, but oct. 1964, gó 37q. Rio To- 
-
cantins, i¡n Hause des Ingenieurs von Rio Impex, 5 Nov. 1960, E.J. FITTK.{U, l4d s9 (A-50-?).
Srnicñdea (R. ) scuteltaris F LINT
Figures 45-47
S micridea ( R. ) scu tellaris FLINT, 19 7 4a, p. 9 6.
This speeies, whieh was described recently f¡om several loealities in Surinam, is apparently rathel
ccmmon in the Amazon Ilasin as well,
Material. - Btazil, IJnte¡er Madeira, et'¡¡a 20 km vor der Mündung des Madeira in den Amazonas.
10 Sept' 1960' E.J. FITTKAIJT I"ichtfang, ld (A-1f). Rio Cururu, Gebãu<le des Missaõ Cururu, l2 Jan.
1961' Lichtfang, ló 29 (A-SB-1). Rio Tapajos, dicht unterhalb des Zusarnrnenflusscs von Rio Juruena
mit R'io São Manuel, l3 Jan. 1961, tichtfang bei dem Ort Bana, Zó lQ (A-89). Rio Solimões, etsa 15 km
unterhallr Coa¡i, 13 Sbpt. 1961, l,ichtfang, 1ó (A-261)" Rio Negro, I{öhe von Moura, linkes Ufer, 5 Febr.
196?, Lichtfang f¿ (A-331)' R'io Þtarauia, Cachoeira San,Aotonio, 3 Tage vor Vollrneind, lO ¡an. 1963,ld {A'475). Rio Negro, 2 km unterhalb Tapuruquara, Buch einer Insel im Fluss, 6 Febr. 1g63, 43d 119(A-s11).
Fara¡rada Eva,2'3 Oct. 1963, c. MAI{LIER, 3ó 59 (101). Sanra¡ern (FAO),7 Dec. 1963,2d (120)"
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of inte¡ocular distance. Anterolateral process of male fifth stemum twice length of sternum; no inte¡nal
sacs. Male genitalia: Ninth segment with ante¡olateral lobe displaced ventrad, apparently narrowly rounded;'
membrane connecting ninth segment and aedeagus bearing a long, swordlike plocess appressed to sides
of aedeagus. Tenth tergum, with a distinct basolate¡al lobe, divided apicomesally; tergite in dórsal aspect
broad with a small apicomesal lobe, in lateral aspect with ventral margin heavily sclerotized, tip slightly
upturned, and narrow, inner face of ventral margin sclerotized. Clasper with basal segment long, slightly
inflated apicad; apical segment bluntly pointed. Aedeagus hrflated basally, curving into stem which is
arched and enlarged apicad; tip with a few spicules ventrally, with a pair ofventral, spiculate, pointed
ptocesses, internally with a dark, angled sclerite and a small patch of spicules dorsolaterally.
Material. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Rio Marauia, lganrt, S. Antonio (Cachoeira), 8 lan. 1963'
E.J. FITTKAU (4470) USNM type 74156'
Smicridea (R. ) maruø n. sp
Figures 36-38
This species is very similar to Smicridea (R.) acuminøta FLINT, which is known from Costa Rica
south along the Andes into Peru, In general, this species appears to diffe¡ only in the structures of the
apex of the aecleagus, and in lacking the process ventrally between the claspers.
Adult. - Iængth of forewing, 5.5 mm. Color in alcohol, pale yellowish; forewing coloration appearing
tobelike acuminata male(FLINT L974b,fß.34).Widthof eyeof malemiddorsallylessthanll2fhaf
ofinterocular diòtance. Anterolate¡al process of male fifth sternum twice length of sternum; no inte¡nal
sacs, Male genitalia: Ninth segment indistinct anteriorly, but apparently with late¡al lobe displaced a bit
vent¡ad; memb¡ane connecting ninth segment and aedeagus with a small, lightly sclerotized process laterad
of aedeagus, Tenth tergum divided apicomesally; tergite na¡¡owed apically in late¡al aspect, in dorsal aspect
broad, lateral margin rounded. Clasper with basal segment long, slightly inflated apicad; apical segment
bluntly pointed. Aedeagus inflated basally, curving into stem which is arched and enlarged apicad; with
a conspicuous patch of spicules laterally before apex, and with an apicoventral row of sficules; tip with
a pair of ventral, spiculate, pointed processes, with a dark, angled, internal sclerite and a small patch .of
internal spicules dorsolaterally.
Material. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Rio Marauia, Endstation vor langer Cachoeria, Flus tritt hier
aus dem Gebirge mit starkem Gefülle über Granitblöcken, 26 lan. L963, E.J. FITTKAU' Lichtfang
(4496). USNM Type 74157.
Smícrídea ( R. ) abrupta FLINT
Fþres 39-41
Smicridea (R") abrupta FLINT, t97 4a, p.93.
This species, recently described from several localities in Surinamris here ¡ecorded from Brazil for
the first time.
Material -Braail (Rio Cuieriras), Igarapé do Cachoeira, 16 Dec. 1960, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang,
ld (À68).
Smicridea (R. ) vilela n. sP.
Figures 48-50
This is a species of the columbiana group, closest to S. (R.)d¡sc¿l¡s FLINT. The primary differences
are in the structure of the apex of the aedeagus, especially the lateral sclerites which in dorsal aspect are
borne laterally on the aedeagus rathe¡ than appressed to the inte¡nal sclerite. In addition there are two
strongly sclerotized apicodorsal points on the aedeagus in discalis, which a¡e pale, membranous, and
poorly develope d lobes in v ílela.
Adult - Length of forewing, 4 mm. Width of eye middorsally not qrJite 1,12 that of interocular
distance. Color pale brown; forewing with an irregular dark, transverse band nea¡ midlength, a pale sub-
apical tranwerse band, bordered outwardly by a darkband. Fifth abdominal ptocesses slightly longer than
fifth sternum; no internal sacs. Male genitalia: Ninth segment with anterolateral process broad, rounded.
Tenth tergum with tip clearly divided in dorsal aspect; tergite ending in a small terete lobe. Clasper with.
basal segment long; apical segment bluntly ¡ounded. A,edeagus with basal portion enlarged, apical portion
at right angles to base; apex dorsally with a pair of small, pale lobes; internally with a strongly sclerotized,
pointed sclerite ventrolaterally, and a long, sinuous sclerite.
Material. - Holotype, male; Argentina, Prov. Chaco, Rcho. Barranqueras, Puerto Vilelas, 5 Dec.
1973, O.S. FLINT, Jr., USNM Type 74159. Paratypes: Same data, 39d 199.
Brazil, unterer Madeira, etwa 20 km vor der Mündung des Madeira in den Amazonas, 10 Sept.
1960, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, ld (A-11). Parana do Careiro, etwa 5-6 km unterhalb des Pa¡ana-
Beginns, Flutuantes bei Divinopolis, 28 July 1961, Lichtfang,2ó 29 (A-22L). Parana do Careiro, 29 July
1961, Lichtfang,4ó 79 (A-223). Rio Solimões, bei Mission St. Rita, 24 Aug. 1961, Lichtfane,l¿ (A-XÐ.
Rio Solimões, Fonte Boa, 2 Sept, 1961, Lichtfang,'1ó (A-254). Rio Solimões, Ilha Jucara, etwa 300 m
entfernt eine Bachmündung (schwarzes Wasser), 3 Sept. 1961, Lichtfang, 2ó 2e (A-255). Igarape Uarini,
20 km oberhalb, 4 Sept. 1961, Lichtfang, 18ó 59 (A-256). Rio Solimões, bei der Mündung lpixuna,
12 Sept. 1961., Lichtfang, 3d 109 (A-260). Rio Solimões, etwa 1.5 km unte¡halb Coari, l3 Sept. 1961,
Lichtfang, ld (A-261). Rio Solimões, Ponta Periquitos, 15 Sept. 1961, Lichtfang4Sd 219 (A-264).
Rio Negro, Ponta Negra, 6 June 1967, Lichtfang 3d 3ç (A-385); same, but 1 8 July 1962, Ió fç (A-397).
Santarem (FAO), 7 Dec. 1963, G. MARLIER, 75ó 369 (120). Santa¡em, Diamantina, 15 Dec. 1963,
light, 1d 2s (L2L\ Rio Prito da Eva, Inferieur, 2'l Fetu. 1964, Ió f 9 (1S4). Côte d'Irandura, Solimões,
2'i. Mzr.1964,ló (209).[-ago lafi,25 Ma¡. 1964, light, 3d 19. Pa¡ana da Anama, Solimões, 28 lvlil.1964,
ló 2e (219),
Genus Iæptonema GUERIN
This is a large genus of large species found in the American and African tropics including
Madagascar. Although many species are uniforrnly green or brown, some regional sp€cies are
almost black with pale spots on the forewing.
The larvae of several species have been desoribed (MARLIER, 1964;FLINT, 1968).
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Key to Species
1. Foretibia with 1 apical spur . .
Foretibia with 2 apical spurs
2. Apex of aedeagus with th¡ee pairs of processes, of which two pairs are ¡ecurved .
Apex of aedeagus without free processes
3. Forewing with an iÍoÌate, slightly darker color pattern
Forewing uniformly pale green or brown
4. Apex of aedeagus with several pairs of processes . ,
Àpex of aedeagus without processes
5. Tenth tergum with an elongate pocketlike opening on each side; forewing
uniforrnly brown
Tenth tergum without lateral opening; forewing with two back spots
basally on subcosta
6. Apex ofaedeagus with a pair oflobes, caliperlike in posterior aspect















Leptoneûw atenimum MOSELY, 1933, p. 21. - FISCIIER, L963, p. 167.
This species is known only from the types frgm Brazil, the holotype being from "Unt.Amaz,
Taperinha, b.Santarem".
The figures of the male genitaliaare redrawn f¡om MOSELY1933, figures 33 and 36'
L ep t o nema mncula tum MOSELY
Figure 53
Leptonemamøcul¿tum MOSELY, 1933,p.20. -FISCHER,1963, p. 169. -FLINT, t974a,p, l0O.
This species was described from Brazil, "Unt.Amaz.Taperinha, b.Santarem" and "Para, Belem",
and has since been recorded from Surinam.
The female here recorded is so listed because it agrees in maculation with the material I have seen
from Surinam, However, lacking any examples of L. aterrimum for comparison, its identity must be viewed
with some caution.





Leptonema sparsum ULMER, 190.5a, p. 76. - MOSELY, 1933, p. 25. - FISCHER,1963, p. t7.2, -
FLINT, 1974a, p.98.
' L,sparsum is widely dist¡ibuted over South America. It is recorded from Brazil, Surinam, Guyana,
and Ecuador, and in addition I have seem examples from Venezuela, Peru, Paraguay, and Argentina, It
is easily recognized by the color pattern, presence of two apical spurs on the foreleg, and genitalia.
Mate¡ial. -Bnzrl,Para,14 July 1919, Parish, le (MCZ). Manaus, 1Nov. I19191, Padsh, 19(MCZ)
FloresIl0milesfromManausl,gNov.[1919l,Parish, 1d19(MCZ).RioNegro, Ãpnl 1929,Tate, 19
(AMNr{).
L ep t one mn v íridiønum NAVAS
Figures 55-56
Leptonemaviridianum NAVAS, 1916, p" 3t;1927, p.40. - MOSELY,1933,p.47.
Leptonema dissin¡l¿ MOSELY, 1933, p. 43. - FLINT,1972, p. 235;1974a,.p. 101. (New Synonymy)
This species, under the name L.dissimile MOSELY has been recorded from Argentina, Bolivia,
Surinam, and is now reported from Brazil. All the localities, howevet, are in the band of hills and low
mountains surrounding the Amazon Basin.
The female type of L.viridønan NAVAS, was from Bahia, Brazil and stated to be in the NAVAS
collection. I have searched his collection, both the parts available atZaragoza and Barcelona, Spain, and
it is gone and presumably destroyed, The only other ¡ecord of the species is that of a specimen from
Minas Geraes, Brazil by NAVAS, L92'7 .l have studied this specimen and find it to be a male typical of
the species previously known as tr.di.rsimile MOSELY. It has recently become known (FLINT, 1972,
I97 4a) that the female of dissimile has a yellow cellule on vein IA in the hind wing. This is the only
species occurring in its region in which the female is known to possess this cellule. Thus, based on the
presence of this cellule in the type of viridianum and the structure of the male genitalia in the only other
specimen recorded under the name, I identify L.viridíanum NAVAS with, and place into its synonymy,
the name L.diss¡mil¿ MOSELY.
The specimen here recorded agtees closely with other females of the species in the structure of the
genitalia and in the presence of the yellorv cellule.
Material - Braztl, Rio Marauiá, Endstation vor langer Cachoeira, Fluss tritt hier aus dem Gebirge
mit starkem Gefälle, 24 Jan. 1963, E.J. FIT'TKAU, Lichtfang, le (A-496).
Leptonema lacuniþrum n.sp.
Figures 57-61
The general structure of the aedeagrrs indicates a relationship of this species ta Ihe crassum gtoup,
although the two basal costal spots on the forewing are lacking inlacuníferum. The structure ofthe tip
of the aedeagus is distinctive and the presence of a pocket{ike opening in the tenth tergum is unique to
lacuníferum.
Adult, - Length of forewing, male 12-15 mm, female I2-I4 mm. Color in alcohol, uniform pale
brown, Male and female with two apical spurs on foreiibia, Male genitalia: Ninth segment produced mid-
dorsally; with dorsolateral row of large setae. Tenth tergum with a pair of small setate dorsomesal lobes
basally (cerci?)l with lateral lobes long, rounded apically, with a deep,elongated pocket dorsolaterally.
Claspers long, thin, basal segment with many spinose setae mesally on apical half; apical segment terete,
with mesal face covered with short enlarged sétae. Aedeagus with base enlarged and angled to axis of
stem which is long and slender; apex enlarged, slightly upturned, with a par oî small basolateral flaps,
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a cent¡al dorsal opening, and slender internal sclerites.
Material, - Holotype, male: Brazil, Gebiet Endstation Rio Marauia, Bergbach II, 26 Jan. 1963,
E.J. FITTK-A,U, at light (A-498). USNM Type 74160.
Paratypes: Same data 49. Rio Marauia, Endstation vor langer Cachoeira, 28 Jan. 1963, le (A-502).
Venezuela, Edo. Bolivar, 125 km [La Escaleral, on El Dorado - Sta. Elena Road, 1100 m, 28 Sept. 1967,
ROSÀLES, GELBEZ & RODRIQUEZ, ló (Ma¡acay).
L ept onema columbianum ULMER
Figure 62
Leptonema columbianum ULMER, 1905a, p. 61. - MOSELY,1933, p. 13. - TOMASZEWSKI,
196t, p.3. - FISCHER, L963, p. 168. - FLINT, 1966, p. 5;197 4a, p. l0I.
Leptonenu externum BANKS, 1913a, p. 87. - MOSELY, 1933, p. 13.
Leptonema celfo¡e NAVAS , 1921 , p.41. (New Synonymy).
This is one of the more widely distributed species of the genus, being known from Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, columbia, Ecuador, Guyana, Paraguay, and surinam. I have studied four syntypes of
L.cellare NAVÀS, three in the collection of Deutsches Entomologisches Institut and one in Colegio del
Salvador, Zaragoza, Spain. All are females of L.columbían¿n ULMER. To preserve this usage I have
designated the following lectotype in the collection of the Deutsches Entomologisches Institut: "Minas
Geraes V 24 I.e, Moult", "Leptonemn cellare Nav. P. NAVAS S.J. det.", ,.Typus,', .,Lectotype 9 Lepto-
nema cellare NAVAS by FLINT 1975".
Mate¡ial. - Brazil, Parana Carei¡o, 30 July 1961, E,J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang bei Divinopolis, 2e(A-226). Santa¡em (FAO), 8 Dec. 1963, G.MARLIER, 3ó 2q (120). Sotimões, Côte du Marecao,
22 Ma¡ch 1964, 19. Solimões, Côte D'Irnaduba, l9 March 1964, Ic. Solimões, parana de Anama,
28 March 1964,29. Rio solimõeq28 Nov. Il9l9l, Parish,49 (MCZ). obidos, g-13 sept. Il9l9l, parish,
3d39(MCZ). Itacoatiara,23Oct. [1919ì,parish, l9(MCZ). Tef6, 30Nov. Il919],parish, ls;same,
but 20 Jan. [19201, 1c; same, but 4 Febr. [19201, le (MCZ). Tapajos, 30 June ll920l, parish, le(MCz). Camp 41,360 kmf¡om Porto Velho, Mann, ld 2I(MCZ). Madei¡a-Mamoré [Riverl, Mann, l9(MCz).
Leptonema crassum ULMER
Figure 63
Leptonema crassum ULMER, 1905a, p. 58. - MOSELY,L933,p.12. - FISCHER, 1963, p. 168;
1972, p. 156.
Leptonema radøle NAVAS, L927, p.42. (New Synonym).
This appears to be the most widely distributed species of the genus in the New World. I have re-
cords of it from central Mexico south into northern Argentina.
The holotype female of L,radiale,located at the Deutsches Entomologisches Institut was studied
and the genitalia cleared. It agrees in all aspects with othe¡ females of this species.
Mate¡ial. - BraziI, Rio Tocantins, im Hause des Ingenieurs von Rio Impex, 5 Nov. 1960, E.J.
FITTKAU, Lichtfang, 3ó (A-50-2). Rio Marauia, Endstation vor langer Cachoeira, Fluss tritt hier aus
dem Gebirge mit starkem Gef?ille, 24 Jan.1963, Lichtfang, 1ó lQ (A-496); same data, except 28 Jan.
t963,4e (A-s02),
Rio Madeira, Madeira-Mamore R. R. Co. Camp 43, MANN & BAKER, 2ó (MCZ).
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Genus Neoleptonema ULMER
This is a monotypic genus of the Tropics of South America. The single species is
closely related to Leplonema of the sparsun section, but is retained pending further studies
because it is so easily characterized.
The immature stages are unknown.
N eo lepto nema a sp er sum ULMER
Figure 65
Neoleptonento aspersum ULMER, 1907 , p.61. - FISCHER,1963, p. 1973. - FLINT,197 4a, p.103.
This species seems to occupy the same broad range in South Ame¡ica as Leptonema columbianum
with which it is often found. I have deñnite records of the species from Àrgentina, Brazil, Venezuela,
Guyana, and Surinam.
Material. - Brazil, Santarém, Hotel Oriental, 5-11 Jan. 1961, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, ld (A-87-l)
Rio Cururu, Gebäude der Miss¿o Cururu, 12 lan, L961, Lichtfang, 1ç (A-88-1), Rio Tapajos dicht unter-
halb des Zusammenflusses von Rio Juruena mit Rio Sao Manuel, 1 3 Jan. 1961, Lichtfang bei dem Ort
BaÎÎa, 1d (A-89). Rio Marauia, Endstation vor langer Cachoeira, Fluss tritt hier aus dem Gebirge mit star-
kem Gefälle, 28 Jan. 1963, Lichtfang, 19 (A-502).
Santarém (FAO), 7 Dec. 1963, G.MARLIER, u.v. light, 13ó 29c (120).
Santarém,8-14 Aug.1919, Parish,5d 2ç (MCZ). Obidos, 22 Atg.to 9 Sept. tl919l, Parish, ld 39
(MCZ). Parintins, 2-10 Oct. Il9l9l,Parish, 2ó l9 (MCZ).Itacoatiara, 19 Oct. [19191, Pa¡ish, one without
abdomen (MCZ).
Genus Macronema PICTET
Species of the genus Maøonenw are widely distributed throughout the world, although
lacking in Europe. The greatest diversity is clearly in the more tropical areas, although species
reach the latitude of southem Canada and Russia.
The species found in the Neotropical Region seem to present a number of systematic
problems, in that differences in male genitalia are often very sma[, and coloration in certain
sp€cies seems quite variable. In order to preserve as much of the color patterns as possible,
examples should be collected dry and then pinned. The males of most species are active
primarily during the day, with light collections at night usually resulting in collections of
females and teneral males.
In the Neotropical Region only the lawae of M.ulmeri Bts. (as M.sioli MARLIER)
hæ been reasonably fìrmly associated with the adult. Associations of larval, pupal, and
adult stages are needed for many other species in all groups ofthe genus and related genera
before a reasonably comprehensive generic classification can be estabüshed. Pending thls
development, I am maintaining the current classification.
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Key to Species
1. Forewing with strongly contrasting color pattern in the memb¡ane, the contrasting
pattern is not basically limited to the apical area . .
Forewing with color pattern due primarily to scales, basal half unicolorous (generally
emerald green), and bordered outwardly by a distinct color pattern
2. Forewing with two trianguloid pale marlcs f¡om anterio¡ margin .
F orewing marked differently
3. Forewing lacking croswein between R2+3 and R4 . . .
Forewing with a croswein between R2+3 and R4. . . .
4. Forewing with a pale band along apical margin
Forewing without a pale apical band . .
5. Forewing predominately fuscous with pale marks.
Forewing predominately yellowish with dark m¿¡ks
6. Forewing with a pair of basally united, horizontal pale marks in apical field . .
Forewing with one or two narow pale marks in apical field, differently formed
Apical margin of forewing with a distinct, narrow, dark band
Apical margin of forewing without a dark band
Forewing with two na¡row dark bands in apical pale region.
Forewing with only a marginal dark band
Eyes (of male) greatly enlarged, almost touching middorsally
Eyes normal, separated by a distance at leæt as læge as an eye .
Aedeagus ending bluntly in a mass of spines and scales
Aedeagus with pairs of dorsolateral and ventrolateral lobes, and
midventral plate .
Forewing with two distinct tranwerse pale bands separated by broad
dark a¡ea in apical third
Forewing with only a single tranwerse pale band or with apex generally pøle,
often partially divided by irregular dark ma¡ks
Eighth stemum of male with an apicomesal process
Eighth sternum without a process
13. Apex of aedeagus with two pairs of slender, elongate processes ,
Apex of aedeagus either ¡ounded or with a pair of rounded lobes
14. Tenth tergum with an erect basolateral process
Tenth tergum without such a process
15. Forewing with a transverse silver band, beyond which is a patch of golden hair
in a brown area, apex narrowly marked with silve¡ .
Forewing differently marked
16, Forewing without a transverse pale band apically, but with two triangular pale
aroas apically whose points nearly touch in middle of wing
Forewing with a single transverse pale band apically
17. Forewing pale golden yellow with an indistinctly paler transverse band
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Mauonema arca¿t¿ ERICHSON, 1848, p, 586.
Macronema ørcuatumERlcH. - HAGEN, 1861, p. 328;1864, p. g45. - FLINT, 1974a,p. L06.
Pseudomacronenaarcuatum(ERICH.).-ULMER, 1907,p.40.-MOSELY,l93I,p. 170.-
FISCHER, 1963, p. 163.
This distinctly marked species was desc¡ibed from Guyana, and recorded from B¡azil and Su¡inam,
It is commonly encountered in the Amazonian region.
Mate¡ial. - Brazil, Rio Cururu, Gebäude der Missao Cururu, L2 Jan. 1961, E.J. FITTKAU, Licht-
fang,4e (A-88'1). Rio Tapajos, dicht unterhalb des Zusammenflusses von Rio Juruena mit Rio Sao
Manuel, 13 Jan. 1961, Lichtfang bei dem Ort Bana, l9 (A-S9). Rio Aripuana,7 Stunden oberhalb der
Mündung, 14 Jan, 1962, Fluss etwa 800 m breit, schwache strömung, 1o (A-313). Rio Negro, Höhe
von Moura, linkes ufer, 5 Feb¡. 1962, Lichtfang, 29 (A-331). Rio Negro, Ilha Marará, g Febr. 1962,
Lichtfang 1ç (A-337). Rio Negro, in einem Paraná etwas unterhalb der Mündung des Demeni, 7 Febr.
L962, 29 (A-339). Rio Marauia, Cachoeira Bicho - Acu, 3l Dec. 1962, Lichfiang, 1¿ (A-419). Rio Marauia,
C¿ahoeira Tucuma bei Regenwetter, I Jan. I 963, Lichtfan g, I ó 26e (A-450), Rio l\darauia, Cachoeira
Rio lrapirapi, 4 Jan. 1963, 29 (A-456). Rio Marauia, Cachoeira S. Antonio, I 0 Jan. 1 963, Lichtfang,
19 (A-475). Gebiet von Endstation Rio Marauia, Bergbach 11,26-27 Jan. 1963, lQ (A-500).
Macronema ulmeri BANKS
Figures 66, 102
Macronem¿ hyalinum PICT., var. - ULMER, 1907, p. 16: 1913, p. 395. - MARTyNov. 1912,
p.20.
Macronema u/m¿n BANKS, l9l3b, p.237.- FISCHER, 1963,p.199. - FLINT, 1967,p.rl
1974a, p. 107.
Macronem¿ s¡bl¡i MARLIER, 1964, p. 36 (New Synonymy).
This species was described from Colombia and has been recorded from Peru and Surinam. I have
seen examples from Honduras, costa Rica, Panama, Ecuador, venezuela, and now B¡azil.
' Through the kindness of Dr. MARLIER I have been able to study the type of M.siolü MARLIER.
The type is a nearly mature male pupa mounted on a slide. The ninth tergum of srblT is concave mesally
rather than produced in a point as it is in many species of the genus. Of these species in the genus with
a rounded apex of the aedeagus, only M,ulmeri, M.hyalinum, and, surinamense have a ninth tergum of
the concave type. On the basis of a longer aedeagus and proportionately shortet apical segmeni of the
clasper the type a$ees most closely to ulmeri, to which I here synonymize siolü.
The detailed description of the larva and pupa of an unknown Macronemt species by SATTLER(1963) indicate a species very close to the one described by MARLIER (1964) as siolü. There appears
to be specific differences between the two descriptions, especially in the pupai hook plates. Thus I
*o,116 suegest that SATTLER's species may be M,hyalinum, arcuøtum ot erichsoni.
Material. - Brazil, Edo. Para, 4-5 mi. . west of Jatobal,24 Oct, 197 4, J.F. REINERT, malaise trap,
Ió (# 43). Edo. Rio Branco, Ireng River to Roraima, 6 Aug. 1911, 1d (AMNÐ. Edo. Amazonas, Igaraié -
Jaratuba, near sâo P.aulo de olivença, 25 oct. 1959, slol,l & SATTLER, ld pupa (holotypeM.siotií).





Hydropsyche hyalina PICTIIT, 1836, p.402.
Macronemum hyalinum (PICT.). - BURMEISTER, 1839, p. 916.
Macronema hyalinum (PICT.)" - HAGEN, 1861, p. 328. - ULMER 1905a, p.67; 1907, p. 75;L9I3,
p. 395,478. - FISCHER, 1963, p.188.
This species was described from Brazil, and known from localities throughout the eastern coastal
mountains, Records from othe¡ countries generally refer to other species of the genus, usvally M.ulmeri
Bks.
Material. - Brazil, Para, 4-5 mi. west of Jatobal, 22 Oct. L97 4, J.F. REINERT malaise trap, 39
(# 26); same but 24 Oct. 1,974, Le (# 43J.
Macronema eric hsoni BANKS
Figures 68, 104
Macronema hyølinum PICT., var. - ULMER, 1913, p. 395.
Macronema erichsoni BANKS, 1920,p.356. - MOSELY, 1931, p. 170. - FISCHER, 1963, p. 184. -
FLINT, 1967, p. 9; 197 4a, p. lO8.
This distinctly marked species has been recorded from Brazil, Guyana, Surinam, and French
Guiana.
Material. - Bnzil Cachoeira do Gigante, 3 July 1961, E.J.FITTKAU, Lichtfang, 2d (A-200).
Macronema, near $fiinnmer?se FLINT
Figures 69-72, 105
Mdcronetna surinamense FLINT, 197 4a, p. tO&.
The following examples, although very similar to il4.s¿¿rinamense, do show a number of differences.
There are great similarities in the color pattern of the wings between the type (FLINT 1974a, pl. IIB)
and the Bruzüan examples (fig. 105), there are also differences, especially in the additional markings
in the apical regions of the type.
The males recorded below are described here in detail in order to help with the future recognition
of species in this complex.
Adult. - Iængth of forewing, 10 mm. Forewing with basal area broadly pale, with two distinct
tranwerse pale fascia broadest on anterior margin, with a pale apicaL line reaching half way across wing
from posterior margin with anterior end inclined basally. Fifth stemum with anterolateral annulate pro-
cess, 1 U2 times length of sternurn Mâle genitalia: Ninth segment annular, not produced posterad mid-
dorsally, posterior margin with long setae. Tenth tergum divided apicomesally, heavily sclerotized ven-
tuolaterally, tips rounded and flaring slightly. Clasper long and slender, apical segment subequal in length
to basal segment. Aedeagus angled basally, apex enlarged, especially ventrally; tip obliquely truncate with
a small âpicoventral lobe; internal sclerites small, with opening directed dorsally.
Mate¡ial. - Brazil, Gebiet Endstation Rio Marauia, Bergbach II, etwa 350 m über dem Meeresspie-
gel, schattig, starkes Gefälle über Granitblöcken,26 Jan. 1963, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, ld 19 (4498).
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Ma c ro nemn santa erit ae ULMER
Fþures 73,106
. Macronema Santae Ritae ULMER, 1905b, p. 85. - FISCHER, 19ó3, p. 196. - FLINT, 1966, p.7.
This species seems to be rather widely distributed in the lowland of central South America, being
recorded from Argentina and Brazil. There is muchvariation in the degree to which the color pattern in
developed in this species. The type of santaeritae (FLINT, 1 966, pl. 1 B) having a poorly developed pat-
tern and the material he¡e reco¡ded an almost complete development ofthe pattern (fig. 106),
Material -Brazil, Rio Branquinho, Lager Taptri,22 July 1961, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, 59
(A-213, À-213-1, A-2I3-2). Rio Branquinho, 21 July 1961, Lichtfang beim Cocheira, lq (A-209a). Rio
Matauia, Cachoeira Bicho - Acu, 3l Dec. L962,Lichtfang, le, (A-449). Rio Marauia, etwa unter dem
Aequator, Seringeiro Tapiri am Schwarzwasserbach, rechtes lJfet,2 Jan,1963, Lichtfang, 3q (A-452),
Rio Marauia, Cachoeira Rio lrapirapi, 4 Jan, 1963,29 (A-456). Rio Marauia, eine Tagesreise unterhalb
der Mission S.Antonio, linkes Ufer, Hütte an einem Schwarzwasserbach, 2Febr. I963,4Q (A-506).
Macronema negrense n sp.
Figure 107
This is one of the smallest and most strinkingly marked species of the genus yet found in South
America. The color pattern is basically in the wing membrane and not limited to the apical area, thus it
clearly falls in the general arcuatum group. The pattern is so distinctive however, as not to be confused
with any other New World species now known.
Material. - Length of forewing, 6.5 mm. Head dorsally and frontally fuscous, between antennae
and posteriorly, yellowish. Antennae yellowish, darkened slþhtly beyond pedicel, becoming pale apicad;
palpi very short, fuscous. Thorax golden, pleurae fuscous; foreleg with tibia enlarged, fuscous, with a
distinct apical spur; remainder of legs yellow, midtegs with tibia and tarsi flattened and greatly expanded.
Forewing pale yellowish posteriad to marks, more hyaline between markg; marks fuscous. Hindwing
hyaline, slightly yellowish anteriad, with fuscous marks on anterior mrugin. Abdomen yellowish brown.
Material. - Holotype, female: Brazil, Rio Negro, April l929,Tate Accession 29500. Type AMNH.
Paratypes: Same data, 29.
Macronema braueri BANKS
Fþure 108
Macronemabraueri BANKS,1924,p.454. - FISCHER, 1963, p. 178. -FLINT,1967,p.9.
This species is known only from the unique female holotype which is somewhat teneral. At fi¡st
sight the appeatance of the forewing seems to be like that of M.arcuatum,but braueri does have the øoss-
vein between R2+3 and R4, and the markings a¡e different in detail, FromM.santaeritae, which it also
resembles, it differs in possessing a dark apical margin to be forewing, and in having the basal longitudinal
dark stripe near the center of the wing, rather than in cell Cu2 or along the anal margin.
Material. -Brazil, Tefê, 30 Jan. [19201, Parish, 19, holotype MCZ.
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Møcro nema rein burgí NAVAS
Figures 74-76,109
Ma øone ma reinburgí NAVAS, L933, p. 3 I 3. - FISCHER, I 963, p. I 96.
I have been able to study the unique type of this species from which the accompanying descriptions
and figures were prepared. The species is very distinctive in colo¡ation and structure of the genitalia, and
shares with the following species the characteristic of enlarged eyes.
Adult. - Length of forewing, 10 mm. Head and thorax (at least) fuscous, covered with silvery-white
hairs; basal segments of antennae touching basally with dorsomesal face covered with silver-white hair.
Eyes very large, almost touching dorsomesally, separated by a deep groove with silver-white hairs, dorsal
and ventral areas of eyes with diffèrent sized facets and a¡eas sharply delimited by a change in curvature.
Maxillary palpus very long, with apical segment very long (almost as long as all basal segments). Forewing
with basal 213 with gteenish scales, bounded apically by irregular white (or yellowish) line, bounded
apically by brown, outer margin rvhite between veins; costal cell filled with silvery white hai¡s for basal
half; hind wing with anal region expanded. Fifth sternum with a small posterolateral boss. Male genitaln:
Ninth segment annulat, enlarged dorsomesally, in dorsal aspect with posteromesal lobe truncate. Tenth
tergum sclerotized ventrolaterally, ap€x narrowly rounded; cercal lobe appressréd to surface. Clasper long,
slender' parallel-sided, in ventral aspect evenly cuwed; apical segment not separated from basal segment.
Aedeagus enlarged basally, at dght angles to stem which is enlarged apicoventrally; apex with a conical
dorsomesal lobe, surrounded laterally by spines which dorsally ¿ue short and broad, and ventrally long
and spiniform; with a ventromesal lobe.
Material. - Peru, lDept, Loretol-Iquitos, Upper Amazon, lg2I,P. REINBURG, 1d, holotype
(Paris).
Mac ro n ema ex o p ht hrlmum îsp.
Fþres 77-79
On the basis of enlarged eyes and wing coloration, this apeðies appears to be ¡elated to M,rein-
öargl NAV. However, the male genitalia are quite different in the two, the form of the apex of the
aedeagus readily differentiating them.
Adult. - Iængth of forewing, 8 mm, Eyes of male greatly enlarged, only narrowly separated mid-
dorsally. Color in alcohol brown; forewing coloration obscured but appearing to be golden for basal
quaftet, then da¡ker nearly to chord whe¡e there are a pair oftransverse golden bands narrowly separated
by brown, with apical quarter brown. Fifth abdominal sternum with an elongate, raised, anterolateral
boss, Male genitalia: Ninth segment annular, posterior margin dorsomesally produced into a triangular
lobe. Tenth tergum divided apicomesally, heavily sclerotized ventrally, tip broadly rounded. Clasper terete,
apical segment not diffe¡entiated, in ventral aspect almost semici¡cula¡. Aedeagus short, with basal portion
rounded into stem; apex with a pair of curved dorsal lobes ending in a few spines, a pair of ventrolateral
arms spinulate on inner margin, and a ventromesal plate slightly biñd at apex; with a complex of intemal
sclerites.
Material. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Edo, Amazonas, Cachoeira do Gigante, 3 July 1961, E.J. FITT-
KAU, Lichtfang (A-200) USNM Type 7 4161. Paratypes: Same data, 2q.
Maffonemn perryi BANKS
Figure 110
Macronema perryl BANKS, 1924, p.451. - FISCHER, 1963. - FLINT, 1967, p. ll.
This species is known only from thc holotype, a unique female from which the photo of the wings
was made.
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Material. -Brazil, Tapajos [Santa¡emì,30 June IL920l, Parish, lQ, holotype (MCZ).
Mac ro nema arg en t ilineatum ULMER
Figures 80-81, 111
Macronemo argentilineatum ULMER, 1905a, p. 77; I9O'1 , p. 68. - BANKS,1924, p. 453. -
TOMASZEWSKI, 1961, p. 4. - FISCFIER, 1963, p. 177. - FLINT, 1966, p. 6;I914a,p. L09.
Macronema polygramma NAVAS, 1927, p.42 (New Synonymy).
This species,originally described f¡om Para, Brazil, has otherwise been recorded only from Surinarn.
I have recently borrowed the male holotype of M.polygramr¡r¿ NAVAS described from Sao Paulo do Oli-
vensa. After clearing and studying the genitalia I found it to be a typical example of M.argentilineatum,
with which it is here synonymized.
No further material is available.
Møcr o nema p erc i t ans WALKER
Figure 1 12
Macronemapercitans'ttrlALl(ER, 1860, p. 177.- ULMER, 1907,p.73.-BETTEN&MOSELY,
1940, p. 203. - FISCHER, 1963, p. 193. - FLINT, 1974a, p. I09. -
This species was described from "Amazon Region", presumably of Brazil. It has since been recorded
ftom a number of localities from as far north as Mexico and south to Bolivia. Undoubtedly many of these
tecords are incorrect; I have seen unquestionable examples only from northern South America. The following
example, a female, even though in alcohol shows the typical color pattern of this species.
Material. - Brazil, Rio Branquinho, 21 July 1961, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang beim Cachoeira, 19:30 -
22t00 Uht, 1ç (A-209-b).
Macr o nem.s lac hlnni BANKS
Figures 82-83,113
Macronema lachlani BANKS, L924, p.45 2. - FISCIIER, 1963, p. I 89. - FLINT, 1967, p. 10. -
This species is known only from the holotype from Tefé, from which the accompanying photo of
the wings and drawing of the genitalia were prepared, The basal two thirds of the forewing is covered by
emelald green scales, beyond which the wings are golden with brown marks.
Material. -Bnzil, Tefé, l9 Dec. [1919], Pa¡ish, l¿, holotype (MCZ).
Møcronems lngeni BANKS
Figures 84-85, 114
Macronema lrøgenl BÀNKS, L924, p.452. - MOSELY, 1931, p. LlO. - FISCHER, 1963, p. lB?. -
FLINT, 1967, p. l0; L97aa, p. IL2. -
Originally described from Tapajos and Obidos, Brazil and British Guiana, the species has since been
recorded from Surinam and I have examplesfrom Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, Paraguay and Argentina.
It appears to be common, at least in the environs of Manaus, in the Amazon Basin, However, most of the
following records a¡e based on females in alcohol, whose identifications are thus doubly in jeopardy.
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Material. - Btazil, C'ebäude der Missao Cururu, Rio Cururu, t2 lan. 1961, E.J. FITTKAU, Licht-
fang, 1"9 (A-88-1). lgarapêda Patauá, etwa 300 m oberhalb der Mündung, l3 June 1961, ld (A-160).
Cachoeira do Giganle, 3 July 1961, Lichtfang, I ç (A-200). Rio Branquinho, etwa 4 Stunden oberhalb
der Mündung, l9 July 1961, Lichtfang,2e (A-206-l). Rio Branquinho, beim Cachoeira, 2l July 1961,
Lichtfang, 1ç (A-209a). Rio Branquinho, Lager Tapiri,22 July 1961, Lichtfang, 6ç (A-213). Rio cuieiras,
l7 Dec. 1961, Lichtfang, le (A-288). Rio cuieiras, lgap6-zone, lkm obe¡halb der Mündung, Tapiri,
27 Nov. 1963, Lichtfang,lç (A-433). Rio Marauia, cachoeira Rio Irapirapi, 4lan. 1963, iq (A-466).
Rio Marauia, Endstation vor langer Cachoeira, Fluss tritt hier aus dem Gebirge mit stskem Gefälle,
28 lan. L963, Lichtfang, 39 (A-502).
Tapajos lSantarem],30 June ll920l, Parish,19 lectotype (MCZ).SantaFelipe,26 June Il92Ol,
Parish, Lo lectoparatype (MCZ). Obidos, l5 &.23 Aug. and 4 Sept. [19191, Parish, 2d 19 lectoparatypes(MCZ). Corry River, 1 July [19201, Parish, le lectoparatype (MCZ). Ecuador, prov. Napo, 3km SW of
Iago Agrio, 25 Aug.1975, LANGLEY & COHEN, blacklight, 19.
Macronemø pawum ULMER
Figures 86, 115
Macronema parvum ULMER, 1905a, p. i3;L907, p. 69. - TOMASZEWSKI, 1961,p.4. -
FISCHER, 1963, p. 193. - FLINT, 1966, p. 7;I974a, p. It2.-
This species, originally desc¡ibed from South America without further locality, has recently been
recorded from Surinam, ând íôw the Am¿zonian regiofl of Brâzil,
Material. -Brazil,rgarup do Bajão, ll Dec. 196l , E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, ló (Ã-2'79-3).Ge-
biet Endstation Rio Marauia, Bergbach II, etwa 350 m über dem Meeresspiegel, schattig, starkes Gefälle
über Granitblöcken,26 Jan. 1963, Lichtfang, 1d (A-498).
Macronema muelleri BANKS
Figures 87-88, 116
Møcronema müllerí BANKS,1924,p.453. - FISCHER, 1963, p. 191. - FLINT,1967 , p.Il. -
This species was desc¡ibed from Tefé and Flo¡es in the Amazon basin, but has not been recorded
since. The wing photo and drawings of the male genitalia were made f¡om the lectotype. The species is
an almost uniform golden yellow with a silver band along the costa and with an indistinct subapical paler
band, in apþarance rather like burmeisteri.
Material. -B¡azil. Flo¡es, [10 miles f¡om Manausl, 6 Nov. [19191, Parish, ld lectotype, lç lecto-
Wratyq (MCZ).'îefê,,8 Dec. [1919], Parish, lg lecroparatype (MCZ).
Mac ro nemn burmei s t eri BANKS
Figures 89-91, ll7
Møcronem¿ butmeísteri BANKS, 1924, p.452. - FISCHER, I 963, p. l?8. - FLINT, 1967 , p.9. -
This species, described from Yurimaguas, Peru, and Santa Felipe and N.Pablo, Brazil has not been
recognized since. The photo is of the wings of the type, but the drawings of the male genitalia were made
from an exapple from I¿ Chorrera, Panama compared to the type and believed to represent the same
species. The males from B¡azil here recorded have identical genitalia to that figured, but because they are
in alcohol no color pattern can be discerned.
Material. - Brazil, Rio Branquinho, Lager 'laptti, 22 July 1961 , E.J. FITTKAU , üchtfang,2c 3e
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(A-213). Santa Felipe, 24-26 June t1920ì, Parish, 29 lectoparatype (MCZ). N. Pablo, [apparently an
error for Sao Paulo do Olivencal, l9 Feb. t19201, Parish, 19 lectoparatype (MCZ). Ecuador, hov. Napo,
3 km SW of Iago Agrio, 25 Aug. 1975, LANGLEY & COHEN, blacklight, 19. Peru, Yurimaguas, 10 Apr
[19201, Parish, le lectotype (MCZ).
Genus Centrolnacronema ULMER
The genus is very similar to Macronemn, although easily distinguished by the pointed
apical projection from the foretibia. The genus is very widespread in I¿tin America being
found between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. It is therefore rather sur-
prizing that no adults of this genus have been taken in the Amazon Basin.
l-arvae described by MÜLLER have been attibuted to this genus by ULMER (1957 ,
p. 3al) and such larvae have been described from the Amazon Basin by MARLIER (1964).
Unfortunately all such attributions are circumstantia.l and subject to verification.
Pending discovery of adults in the area, the genus is not treated further at this time.
Genus Pseudomacronema ULMER
This genus was originally established for vittatum ULM., with /'14 arcuetum ERICH.
subsequently added. Although the two species agree on the lack of crossvein between R2a3
and R4, the latter species has been returned to Macronema where it obviously belongs
(FLINT, 1974a, p. 106). The genus iS clearly very closely related to Møcronems, but until
the immature stages are known for more species and the entire complex can be analysed in
detail, I prefer to maintain Pseudomncronemn for yittatüm, eSpecially as the color pattern
is so distinctive.
The immature stages are.unknown.
Pseudomacronema v¡t tatum ULMER
Figures 92-93,Il8
Pseudomacronemn vittatum ULMER, 1905a, p. 87. - FISCHER,1963,p. 163. -
This species has heretofore been known only from the types from Columbia with which the present
material agrees completely in venation and quite closely in coloration. I have seen further examples from
Paraguay and northeastern Argentina which also âgree, except for slight differences in color pattern that
are probably not significant.
Material. -Btazil, Parana Careiro, 6 Oct. 1963, G. MARLIER, 19 (89). Parintins, 10 Oct. tl919l,
Farish, 19 (MCZ). Tefê, 30 Nov. tl919l, Parish, 2ç (MCZ). Obidos, 18 Aug. 1919, Parish, 19 (MCZ).
Santa Felipe, 24 June tl9201, Parish, 1d (MCZ).Tapajos fSañtareml, 30 June t19201, Parish, 4ó (MCZ).
Corry River, I July [19201, Parish, ló l9 (MCZ).
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Genus Plectromacronema ULMER
This genus is known only from the New World Tropics and consists of two described
species.
The immature stages are unknown.
Ple c tr omac ro nelnn c o mp tur¿ ULMER
Fþures 94,119
Plecttomacronema comptum ULMER, 1906, p. 63. - FISCHER,1963, p.163. - FLINT, l9?4a,
p. 115. -
This species, originally described f¡om Santarém, Amazonas, has been further reco¡ded from
Guyana, Surinam, and Venezuela.
Material. -Brazil, Rio Tapajos, presque Jurucui, 3 Dec. 1963, G. MARLIER, atlight, lç. Obidos,
l8 Aug. t1919l, Parish, 1d (MCZ).
Genus Blepharopus KOLENATI
This monotypic genus appears to be confìned to eastern South America.
MARLIER (1964\ described larvae called genus A with two species which he suggests
may be those of Blepharopus. Pending a fìrm association of stages I must consider this as-
sociation as not yet established.
B lep laro pu s diap lanu s KOLENATI
Figures 95-96, 120
Blepharopus diaphanus KOLENATI, 1859, p. 242. - FISCHER, 1963, p. 164. -
Blepharopus reticulafiis ULMER, 1905a, p. 52. - FISCHER, 1963, p. 164. - FLINT, 1g66, p. 4.
[New Synonymy].
This species appears to be taken commonly near large rivers in northern Argentina and Eastern
Brazil, and has additionally been recorded from Venezuela. It seems to be uncommon notth and west
of the Amazon Basin,
I am ho¡e formally synonymizing reticulatus ULMER, which has been retained as a "variety" for
many years. There does not seem to be any true subspecies involved, nor even color varieties. Perhaps the
types of KOLENATI had become extemely faded with age.
Material. 'BruziJ, Rio Tocantins, im Hause des Ingenieurs von Rio Impex, 5 Nov. 1960, E.J. FITT-
KAU, Lichtfang, 6d 7ç (A-50-2). Rio Cuieiras, Igarape do Cachoeira, 16 Dec. 1960, Lichtfang, 19 (A-68).
Vista Alqgre, Rio Branco, 6 Sept. 1924,1d (MCZ).
Genus Synoestropsis ULMER
This is the only genus of the tribe Polymorphanisini known to occur in the New World.
Although species ofthe genus are easily recognized by the lackofpalpi, the differentiation
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1. Vein Cu1 in hindwing with a small apical fork
Vein Cu1 in hindwing lacking an apical fork
2. Hindwing with M4+5 arising from m-cu;forewing with 3A spotted
Hindwing with M4+5 arising distad of nrcu;forewing with no more
than a spot or two basally on 3A .
3. Smalle¡ species; wingspread of ó 32-36 mm;9 25-32 mm . .
Larger species; wingspread ó 39-45 mm; ç 37-41 mm
of the species is extremely difficult.
The larvae of unknown species of this genus have been described a number of times
(MARLIER, 1 964 ; ROBACK, 19 66 as Hydropsychidae species 1 ).
Key to Species




, . . grisoli
pedicillata
Sy no e strop sis furcata F LINT
Figures 97-98, l2l.
Synoestropsis furcata FLINT, I9'1 4a, p. ll7 . -
This species recently described from Guyana, Surinam, and Venezuela, is here recorded from
Brazij'
Material. - Btaztl, Rio Tocantins, im Hause des Ingenieurs von Rio Impex, 5 Nov. 1960, E.J. FITT-
KAU, Lichtfang, 1d le (A-50-2).
Synoestopsis grisoli NAVAS
. Figures 99-L00, I22
Synoestropsis gr¡solf NAVAS, 1924, p. 25 2. - FLINT, 197 4a, p. lL0. -
This species, which may be only a smaller and more strongly maculate form of S.pedicillata UL-
MER, seems to be rather widely distributed north of the Amazon. I know it from Guyana, Surinam,
Venezuela, and now Brazil.
Material. - Brazi, Rio Paru, Malloca Apicó, 14 Apnl 1962, E.J. FITTKAU, Lichtfang, lç (A-366)
Tefé,30Nov. [1919],Parish, 101ç(MCZ).Tapajos,30Junet1920l,Parish, ld(MCZ).S.Pablo[Sao
Paulo de Olivencal,22Febt.ll920l, Parish, ló (MCZ).
Syno e strop sis pedic illø ta ULMER
Figure 123
Synoestropsis pedicillata ULMER, 1905a, pp. 43. : TOMASZEWSKI, 1961, p. 5. - FISCHER,
1963,p.210. - FLINT, 1966, p. 8. -
This species has been reported a number of times from eastern Brazil and northeastern Argentina. 
.
The male genitalia of this species are not heie illustrated as they do not seem to differ sigrrificantly from
those of gtisoli,
Material. - Brui, Rio Tocantins, 5 Nov. 1960, Lichtfang im Hause des Ingenieurs von Rio Impex,
E.I. FTTTKAU, 1d (A-50-2).
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Sy no estrop sis punc tipennis ULMER
Figure 124
Synoestropsis punctipennis ULMER, 1905a, p. 47. - FISCHER,1963, p.21. -
This species originally described f¡om Colombia, has been reco¡ded from several countries of
northwestern South America; Ecuador, Guyana, and now Brazil,
Material. -Brazrl,Tefê.,25 Dec. [19191, Parish, 1e (MCZ). Obidos,23 Ãug. t19191, parish, ld
(MCZ).
Summary
The second part of the taxonomic inventory of the Trichoptera of the Amazon Basin t¡eats the
family Hydropsychidae. Keys are provided to nine genera known or expected to occur in the area. The
species of each genus are are keyed, figured, and their distribution given. Forty-irine spçcies (of wlich
thirteen are new) are placed in the genera: Smicrídea (16 species),Zeptonema (7 species), ly'eoleptonema(1 species), Macronema (18 species), Centromacronerza (no species),Pseudomacronema (l species),
Plectromacronema (l species), Blepharopus (1 species), and Synoestropsls (4 species). Several synonymies
are made in the genera I eptonema, Macronema, and Blepharopus.
Resumo
A segunda parte do inventário taxonômico dos tricópteras da Bacia Amazônica.t¡ata tla família
Hydropsychidae. Sio apresentadas chaves para nove gêneros conhecidos ou esperados que ocorrem
nessa regiio. As espécies de cada gênero slo alistadas em chaves, reproduzidas por fìguras e a distribuição
das mesmas é descrita. Qúarenta e nove espécies (das quais trèze sãb novàs) são colocadas nos seguinteì
gêneros: Smicridea (16 espécies), Leptonema (7 espécies),,Ày'eoleptonema (l espécie), Macronema (lg
espécies), Centromacronema (nenhuma espécie), Pseudomacronema (l espécie)-, Plectromacronema
(1 espécie), Blepharopus (1 espécie) e SynoesÛopsis (4 espécies). Algumas sinonímias são estabelecidas
nos gêneros Leptonema, Macronema e Blepharopus.
Supplement
After the previous section was written several important collections have become available. These
add one new species to the genus Ie ptonema, and two Io Macronema, and the first records lor Smicridea
columbíana (ULMER), S. obliqua FLINT, and M. fragile BKS. from the ârea.
Additional paratypes are added to the type series of a number of species, and more material is re-
corded that often adds signifîcantly to our knowledge of the ranges of the species.
The inslitutions that a¡e recorded for the first time in this section are: Museo de Zoologia da Uni
versidade de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo (USP), Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazonia, Manaus gNpA),
and British Museum (Natural History), London (BM).
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Smicridea (5.) obliqua FLINT
Frgures t27-129
Smicridea (5.) obliqua FLINT, 1974a, p. 90.
This is a species recently described from Surinam and now recorded from Brazil.
In the key to species of the genus .Slrt ícridea \n the preceeding section, obliqua will key to couplet
two where it agrees most closely to S. truncata FLINT. Flom tTuncata it may be recognized by the more
pointed tip to the clasper, and in the obliquely tfurrcate apices of the tenth tergites.
- 
Material . - B:a¡ztl, Amazonas, Resewa Ducke, Manaus , 22Dec. 19?6, N.D. PENNY' 1d (INPA);
same, but 29 Dec.1976, 1ó (USNM) : I.N.P.A., Manaus, I Ma1 19'17 , N.D. PENNY, 2ó (INPA & USNM)
Smicridea (5.) truncøta FLINT
Adtlitional material. - Bruzil, Amazonas, 60 km. north of Manaus, 29 Nov. 1976, N.D. PENNY,
1 ó (INPA) ; Manaus - Itacoatiar a, km. 244, 19 I a¡. l9'1 7, N'D. PENNY, ld (USNM).
Smicridea ( R. ) columbiarra TILMER
Fþres 125-126
Rhyøcophytax columbianus ULMER, 1905a, p. 106; 1913, p. 590,407' - 590,40?'- FISCHER' 1963'
p. 136. - FLINT, 1966, p.7.
Smicridea (R.) columbian¿ FLINT, 1974a,p.96.
A series unquestionably this species, has now been taken in Brazil. I know this species with cer-
tainty only from the original type series from Colombia, and examples from Su¡inam. The earlier records
of the species in Brazil upp"."ntly all trace back to ULMER's original (1905a, p. 10?) doubtful identifica-
tion of examples from Santa Catarina. Although the identity of this material is unknown, it is certain that
they are not columbiana,
The species may be easily placed in the preceeding key to Smicrideir by inserting a new couplet
between 5 and 6. S. columbianø to be distinguished by possessing a pair of eversable, spiculate sacs ven-
tally at the tip ofthe aedeagus. The alternative oflacking such sacs to continue to the present couplet 6.
Material. - Bnzil, Amazonas, Rio Toototabi (1" 4?' N, 63- 39' W),2-12 Dec. 1976, B. PINGER'
6ó 19 oNPA & USNM).
Smicridea (R.)voluta n. sP.
Additional paratypes. - Braztl,Amazonas, I.N.P'A., Manaus, 8 March 19??, N'D' PENNY, ld 19
(rNPA).
Smicridea (R.) gladiøtor n. sP.
Àclclitional parâtypes. - Brazl, Amazonas, Reserva Ducke, Manaus, 14 March, 197?' N'D. PENNY'
ló r9 GNPA).
Smtcrideu ( R. ) abrupra FLINT
Additional material. - Bruzll,Mato Grosso, Aripuana Dist., 10o 11' S, 59o 48' W, 10 Match 1977 ,
N.D. PENNY, 1ó 19 (INPA).
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Smicrídea (R.) scutelløris FLINT
Additional material. - Bruzrl, Amazonas, INPA, Manaus, 8 March 19?7, N.D. pENNy, ld lq(rNPA).
L ep t onemø mqcula tum MO SELY
The new m¿terial from INPA contains th¡ee males and their study removes the doubts expressed
in the previous æction. These males agree mole closely with the original figures of MOSELY in the shape
of the tenth tergum than the specimen from Surinam here figured, but all posæss the same basic structure
of aedeagus, claspers, etc. It appears that the shape of the tenth tergum must be rather variable in this
species.
Additional material. - Brazil, Amazonas, Reserva Ducke, Manaus,12 ran. 1977, N.D. pENNy. ld(INPA); same, but 14 March 1977, ló (usNM). Mato Grosso, Aripuana Dist., 10o l1' s, 59o 4g' w, l7
March 197 7, N.D. PENNY, ld (rNPA).
Leptonemø amazonense n. sp
' Figures 130-134, 145
This strikingly marked species clearly belongs to the sprsum group of species and is quite closely
rcIated to L. irroratum FLINT from Surinam. It is easily recognized not only by the very distinctive
color pattern, but by the structure of the male genitalia. The tenth tergum, claspers, and aedeagus of the
two species offer many differences, especially notibeable being the erect, free-standing cercal lobe, and
spiculate patch on the inner face of the claspers in L. amazonense.
There is a single female with data identical to the males that probably is the opposite sex, but it
differs rather notably in coloration. The basic yellow and brown colors are present, but the wings are
much mo¡e uniformly furorate with only a slight suggestion of an increase in density of marks at the
level where there is a sharp change in the males.
This species will run to.L. amazonense may be distinguished by the large e¡ect basal lobe on the
tenth tergum as opposed to 2 small rounded lobes in maculatum.
Adult. - Length of forewing, 10 mm. Color yellow, body with a greenish tinge; forewings basi-
cally yellow with apical two.thi¡ds densely i¡rorate with brown. Spurs: l, 4, 4. Maxillary palpus long,
second segment about one and one-half times as long as the third, third one and one half times the
length of the fourth, fifth as long as 2 and 4 combined. Male genitalia: Ninth segment produced into a
small trianguloid mid-dorsal point; posterior margin dorsolaterally with seve¡al very large setae. Tenth
úergite with a hirsute bæodorsal lobe.appressed to ninth segment, posterior margin broadly rounded,
ventral margin strongly sclerotized, with a distinct subapical angle. Cercus erect, elongate, and mostly
free from tenth tergite. Clasper rather short and straight; basal segment with a well-developed apical
patch of short, dark spicules on inner face. Aedeagus tubular, enlarged and angled basad; apex heavily
sclerotized and set offfrom stem and rounded laterally, with a small apicomesal lobe, dorsomesally
with distinct projecting lip.
Material. - Holotype male: Brazil, Amazonas, Manaus, Reserva Ducke, 24 Nov. 1976, N.D. pENNy(INPA). Pantype: Same data, 1ó (USNM).
L ep t onema sp ar sum ULMER
Many examples of this spectes were found in the collection from I.N,P.A. I have takelr adults of
this frequøntly during the daytime when they are resting on the foliage neat stteams, and have seen small
dancing swarms of males under overhanging b¡anches late in the day.
Additional material. - Brazl, Amazonas, Reserva Campinas, 60 km. north of Manaus, 22Nov.I976,
N.D. PENNY, 2ó 49; same, but 29 Nov. 197 6, lô;same, but 14 lan. L9'77,ld 49; same, but 3 March
L977,19. Reserva Ducke, Manaus, 18 June L976,L. ALBUQLERQUE, 19; same, but 24 Nov. 1976, N.D.
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Additional material. - Blazil, Maranhao, Rio Alto-Turi at Santa Helena, 18 Aug. 1965,
CERQUEIRA & VIEIRA da SILVA, 2ó (INPA). Mato Grosso, Aripuana Dist., 10o l1' S, 59o 49' \ry,
16 March 1977, N,D. PENNY, 69 (INPA & USNM) ; same, but 22 Jan, I97 5, ALBUQUERQUE &
ANTONY, l9 (INPA). No data, 29 (INPA). Paraiba, Coremas, June 1957, Exp. Dept. Zool., I without
abdomen (USP).
PENNY, 59; same, but 14 Ma¡ch 1977,I?. CEPLAC, Km. 31, Estrada Amazonas 010, 18 June 1976,
E. RUFINO, 19. INPA, Estrada Aleixo, Manaus, 5 May 1976, ELISIANA, ld. Manaus - Itacoatia¡a.
km. 244, 19 Jan. I97'l , N.D. PENNY, 1d. Mato Grosso, Aripuana Dist., 10o 11' S, 59o 48' W, 16 Mar.
197?, N.D. PENNY, 19. Minas Gerais, Serra do Cipo, Afluente Rio Capivara, 19 Apr. 1975, C.G.
FROEHLICH, 19; same, but 20 Dec. 19'14,29 (USP & USNM). Goias, Fazenda Nova Orlandia, Jatai,
Jan. 1964, MARTINS, MORGANTE & SILVA, 2ó (USP). Rondonia, Guajara Mirim, 15-17 April 1976,
vANrN, 2d49 (USP & USNM).
Neoleptonems aspersum ULMER
Additional material. - Brazil, Mato Grosso, Aripuana Dist., 10o l1' S, 59" 48' W, 16 Ma¡ch 1977,
N.D. PENNY, 19 (INPA).
M acronema arcuatum ERICHSON
Macronemaulmeri BANKS
Additional material. - Brazil, Amazonas, Ponta Negra, Manaus, 19 Nov. 1976, N.D. PENNY, ld.
Raiz, Manaus, 'l May L976,ELIZEU,l9. Reserva Ducke, Manaus, l5 Oct. 1976, N.D. PENNY, 19.
CEPLAC, 30 km. north of Manaus, 15 Dec. 1976, N.D. PENNY, ld; same, but km. 31,7 May 1976,
I.S. GORAUEB, 2ó. Reserva Campinas, 60 km. north of Manaus, 22 Nov. 1976, N.D. PENNY, 3d 39;
same,but 14 lan. 1977,19. Manaus-Itacoatiara,km. 132,29 Apr.t9'17,L. ALBUQUERQUE, 19
(INPA & USNM). Manaus, Aug. 1935, c.V. VREDENBURG, ld (BM). Sao Paulo de Olivenca, July
1934, S. WAEHNER, 1d (BM). Para, Cachimbo , 12-16 Apr. 1956, TRAVASSOS & MAEDIROS, 1ó
(USP). Mato Grosso, 12o 50' S, 5!" 4'1' W, ? Apr. 1968, O.W. RICHARDS, 1? (BM).
Macronema erichsoni BANKS
Additional material. - Brazil, Amazonas, Reserva Ducke, Manaus, l1 Nov. 1976, N.D. PENNY
1ó ltNla¡; same, bú 24 Nov. 19?6, ld (USNM).
Macronema santaeritae ULMER
Additional material. - BtazíL, Amazonas, Reserva Campinas, 60 km. north of Manaus, 22 Nov.
19?6, N.D. PENNY, 2ó 39 (INPA & USNM); same, but 3 March l9i7, tó 0NpA). para, Rio Tocantins,
Jatobal, L6 Jan. l9'7 5, E.R.A. DIAS, 19 (USP). Caninde, Rio Gurupi, June 1963, B. MALKIN, 19 (USp)
Macronema negrense rl. sp.




This material, the fi¡st discovered since the unique type, permits me to figure the male
genitalia and produce a good photograph of the wings. There is no reason now to doubt the validity of
this species.
Additional mate¡ial. -Brazrl,Amazonas, Reserva Ducke, 24 Nov. 1976, N.D. PENNY, ld69
(INPA & USNM). CEPLAC, 30 km. north of Manaus, 3 Dec. 1976, N.D. PENNY, 19 (INPA). Manaus,
July 1935, G.V. VREDENBURG 1?, (BM).
Macronema exophthalmum n. sp.
Figures 148
There is a pair of this species in the mate¡ial recently received from INPA which fo¡tunately was
preserved on pins. The photograph of the wings is fr'om the male. The coloration is as stated in the
preceeding description.
Additional paratypes. - BrazrT, Amazonas, Resewa Campinas, 60 km. north of Manaus, 14 Jan.
197?, N.D. PENNY, ld (INPA). CEPLAC, 30 km. north of Manaus, 15 Dec. 1976, N.D. PENNY, 19
(USNM). Para, Cachimbo, 12-16 Apr. 1956, TRAVASSOS & MEDEIROS, 1ó (USP).
Macronema pennyi rr. sp.
Figures I39-I41,149
This species is clearly related to M. exophthalmum n. sp., but can be distinguished by eye size,
colo¡ and the male genitalia. The aedeagus oî pennyi with its large apicoventral scooplike lobe is a
most distinctive characteristic.
Adult. - Length of forewing, 9 mm. Antennae of male almost contiguous basally; maxillary palpus
with apical segment about as long as preceeding two segments. Eyes ofrnale enlarged, separated mid-
dorsally by a distance slightly less than the diameter of an eye; facets ofa single size. Head, thorax, and
abdomen fuscous, appendages slightly paler; forewing narrowly fuscous basally, with a broad band of
silver scales for about a basal quarter of its length, then fuscous to the stigma where thete is a transverse
band ofpale yellow scales, apical quarter fuscous. Fifth sternum with a small do¡solateral boss. Male
genitalia: Ninth segment annular, posterior margin dorsomesally produced into a shallowly bifid lobe.
Tenth tergum divided apicomesally, heavily sclerotized ventrolaterally, with a row ofventral spines, tip
rounded. Clasper terite, apical segment not differentiated, inventral aspect almost semicicular. Aedeagus
short, with basal portion rounded into stem; apex with a pair of dorsal lobes bearing several spines, with
a slightly bifid ventromesal plate surrounded ventrolaterally by a large scoop-like structure densely spi-
culate on outer surfaces.
Material. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Amazonas, Manaus, Reserva Ducke, 24 Nov. 1976, N.D.
PENNY (INPA). Paratype: CEPLAC, 30 km. north of Manaus, 15 Dec. 1976, N.D. PENNY, ld (USNM).
Maøonema pel//i BANKS
A second female matching the type quite closely in maculation and size has recently been
collected in Mato Grosso.
Additional material. - Bruztl, Mato Grosso, Aripuana Dist., 10o 11' S, 59o 48'W, L7 March L97'1 ,
N.D. PENNY, 19 (INPA).
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Macronema argentílineatun ULMER
Additional mate¡ial. - Amazonas, Resewa Ducke, 24 Nov. 1976, N.D. PENNY, ld (INPA).
Unter Amazonas, Taperinha b. Santarem, 2l-3L Ãug. 192?, ZERNY, ld (BM). Cory (Coari), Upper
Amazonas, McLACHLAN Collection, 1ó (BM).
Macro nema p erc i t ans WALKER
I was able, recently, to study the type of this species and compare it to examples from Reserva
Ducke, with which it is an excellent match. ULMER (190?) on page 74 states that the type is "Fþur 13
aufTafel II" and that examples from Chiriqui are "Tafel II, Fig. f4", yet in the explanation at the
bottom of Plate II figure 14 bears the notation "Type". The two figured examples are at the BM and it
is clea¡ that figure 1 4 is the type and figure I 3 the example from Chiriqui. Therefore the figure numbers
are conect on the plate but are ¡eversed in the text.
Additional material. - Btazil, Amazonas, Reserva Ducke, Manaus, 24 Nov. 1976, N,D. PENNY,
2d (INPA & USNM). Reserva Campinas, 60 km. n. Manaus, 14 Jan. !977, N.D. PENNY, 19 (INPA).
Mato Grosso, Aripuana Dist., 10o 11'S, 59o 48'W, 17 March1977,N.D. PENNY, ld(lNpn). para,
Aldea Aracu, lgarape GurupiUmá, 50 km. E. Caninde, 4 May 1963, B. MALKIN, ld (USP).
Macronema hngeni BANKS
Additional material. - Brazl., Amazonas, Manaus - Itacoatiara, km.244,19 Jan. 1977, N.D.
PENNY, 4d 49; same, but km. 268, 59 (INPA & USNM). Manaus, Lago Janauaca, 1 Feb. 197'1 , B.
RATCLIFFE, 39 (INPA). Reserva Campinas, 60 km. n. Manaus, 22 Nov. 19?6, N.D. PENNY, 119;
same, but 14 lan, L97 7, 59; same, but 3 March I97 7, 49 (INPA & USNM).
Møcronema parvum ULMER
Additional mate¡ial. - Brazil, Amazonas, Reserva Ducke, Manaus, 24 Nov. 1976, N.D. PENNY,
19;same, but 28 Feb. 1977, 1d(INPA & USNM). CEPLAC, 30 km. n. Manaus, 13 Nov. 1976, N.D.
PENNY, ld; same, but 19 Apr. 197?, I without abdomen (INPA & USNM).
Ma cr onema mu elleri BANKS
Additional material. - Brazil, Amazonas, Reserva Campinas, 60 km. n. Manaus, 22Nov.I976,
N.D. PENNY, 19 (INPA),
M øcro nemø burmei s t eri BANKS
Additional material. - Brazil, Amazonas, CEPLAC, km. 30, Manaus - Itacoatiara, 5 May 1977,
N.D. PENNY, 19 (INPA). Manaus - Itacoatiara, km. 244, L9 Jan. 197't, N.D. PENNY, 19 (USNM). Ega




Møcronema frøgi¡,s BANKS 1915, p. 631. - MOSELY, 1931, p. 170. - FISCHER, 1963, p. 187. -
FLINT 1967, p. 10.
tuIacronema fragile FLINT, I974a, p. It}.
The discovery of this species in the Amazonian Basin represents a major extension of its known
Þnge. The type was from Guyana and it was subsequently reported from Surinam.
Because thè old material was badly rubbed, it presents a very different appearance from fresh
material which is here described. Head, thorax and basal two-thi¡ds of forewings covered with emerald
green scales. Ventral surface of body and appendages, stramineous. A line of siþer scales sepatate green
scaled areas ofbody from the ventral area, silver line extends into costal cell offorewing whete it is
broken into a series of silver spots. Green area of forewing becomes brown outwa¡dly, beyond which it
is bo¡dered by a broad band of golden scales with a few brown spots in its center, then a brown band;
apical fourth brown with a naffow subterminal gold band.
Material. - Brazil, Amazonas, Manaus, Reserva Ducke, 12 lan, t977 , N.D. PENNY, ld (NPA).
Macronema arnazonense î. sp.
' Fþres t42-144
This species, togethe¡ with tL biftdum FLINT, M. paliferum FLINT, aîd M. lratemum BKS.,
form a distinctive giloup that may be called the fatemum group. Within this group arnazonense n, sp. is
the only one in which the apex of the åedeagus bears processes, and has the setae on the tenth tergum
borne on raised bases.
Àdult. - Length of forewing, 11 mm. Width of eye middorsally about one-thi¡d that of inte¡ocular
distance. Head, pro- and mesonotum dorsally, and forewings to the stigmâ covered with Smatl eme¡ald
green scales; a band of silver sc¿les ftom scape of antennae, dorsolaterally on head, pro- and mesonotum,
and ín eostal cell for two-thirds the distance to stigma, but with a small dark gap at two-thitds of its length
in costâl cell, Forewing with a tranwerse band of silver hairs from stigma, beyond which wing is fuscous
with a small semicileula¡ apical silver mark. Fifth sternum with a raised elongate do¡solateral boss. Male
genitalia: Ninth segment annulal, with a row of enlarged setae along posterior margin dorsally; ventrally
produced into a short, bifid lobe between claspers. Tenth tergum withvent¡olateral margin strongly
sclerotized zrnd ptoduced into long, slender points laterally, with lateral lobe bearing setae from distinct
enlargod bases. Clasper slender, cylindrical; apical segment not dìfferentiated. Aedeagus short, base enlar-
ged, at neilly right angles to stem; apex produced into a rounded lobe, bearing ventrolaterally a pair of
long, slender processes and ventromesally a pair of sho¡t spinose lobes, inner face of tube bearing many
spicules a¡ound cent¡al opening.
Mate¡ial. - Holotype, male: Brazil, Amazonas, Manaus, Reserva Egler, Estrada Amazonas 010, km,
64, 24 August 1970, A. FAUSTINO (INPÀ). Paratype: Same data, 1ó (USNM).
Ps eud a macro nema v i t ta tur?¡ ULMER
Additional material. - Brazil, Amazonas, Rio Solimoes, 12 Jan., McLACHLAN Collection, 2d 6?
(BM); same, but 15 oct., 19. Below Coary [Coari], Rio Solimoes, 15 Oct. U8l ?5, McLÀCHLAN Collec-
tion, 19 (BM). Para, Santarem, Lower Amazon , ?7 !a¡. [i8] 96, E.E. ÀUSTEN, ld (BM), Prainha, Feb.
[te] z:, McLACHLÀN Colrection, ld (8M).
Plectromacronema cornpütr?? ULMER
Additional mâterial. - Amazonas, Manaus, 9 June [lA] ?4, McLACHLAN Collection, 1ó(BM).
Para, Prainha, 16 Nov. [1Sl ?3, lþht, McLÄ,CHLAN Collection, td 1? (sM).
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Additional material. - Para, Itaituba, 12-13 Feb. [18] 74, McLACHLAN Collection, 5d(BM). Rio
Tapajos, I0 & 14 tr,tarcn [f 8] 74, McLACHLAN Collection, 2d (BM). Iatobal, Rio Tocantins, 16 Jan.
1975, E.R.A. DIAS, 8d 109 (USP & USNM) Mato Grosso, Xavantina, Rio Areoes, 7 JU,ly L969, A.
MANTOVAN, 69 (USP & USNM).
Sy noe strop sis ¿risoli NAVAS
The series here recorded agree with other examples I have seen in small size and strongly spotted
forewing. They are the first unequivocal examples of this species I have seen from south of the Amazon.
Additional material. - Brazil, Mato Grosso, Aripuana Dist., 10o 11' S, 59o 48' W, 16 Mar. 1977,
N.D. PENNY, 79 (INPA & USNM).
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Figures 1 - 9:
Srnicridea(5.) øequalís Bks.: l,malegenitalia,laterul:'2,tipofaedeagus,dorsal;3,tenthtergiteand
clasper, dorsal. -.S. (5.) truncata Flint: 4, tenth tergite and clasper, dorsal; 5, tip of aedeagus, dorsal;
6, male genitalia, lateral. - S, (5,) sexspinosa n. sp.: ?, male genitalia, lateral; 8, aedeagus, dorsal;









Figures 1.0 - 16:
Smicrideø (5.) reinerti n. sp.: 10, male genitalia, latenl;lL, tenth tergite and clasper, dorsal; 12,
aedeagus, dorsal, -,S. (R.) caligata Flint: 13, male genitalia, lateral;14, tip of aedeagus, dorsal; 15,



















Smicrídea (R.) appendículata Flint: L7 , male genitalia, lateral; 1 8, tip of aedeagus, dorsal; 19, tenth
tergite and clasper, dorsal. -.S. (R.) pseudolobøta n. sp.i 20, tenth tergite and clasper, dorsal; 21,
típ of aedeagus, dorsal; 22, male genitalia, late¡al. - 
^S. 
(R.) narlieri n. sp.: 23, male genitalia, lateral;
















Figures 27 - 35:
Smicrideø (R.) voluta n. sp.: 27, male genitalia, latexal,;28, tip of aedeagus, dorsal; 29, tenthtergite
and clasperdorsal. - S. /R./ ephippíftr n, sp.: 30, male genitalia, lateral; 31, tip of aedeagus, dorsal;
32, tenth tergtrte and clasper,dorsal - Smicridea (R.) gbdiator n, sp.: 33, tenth tetgite and clasper,

















































































































































































































































































































































































Figures 55 - 65:
Leptonemn viridíanum Nav.: 55, male genitalia, lateral; 56, tip of aedeagus, lateral. - L. lacuníferum
n. sp.: 57, male genitalia, lateral; 58, ninth and tenth terga, dorsal; 59, tip of aedeagus, lateral; 60,
tip of aedeagus, dorsal; 61, clasper, posterior, - L, columbiønum tJlm.: 62, male genitalia, lateral.-
L, crassum Ulm.: 63, male genitalia, latenl.- Matonema atcuatum E¡ich.: 64, male genitalia, late-














Macronemåulmen Bks,:66, malegenitalia, lateral,-M. hyalínum(pict.): 6?, malegenitalia,late-
rat.'M. erichso¿i Bks.: 68, male genitalia, lateral. - Mrneat surirwmense Fhnti 69, male genitalia,
latenl;70, 
.male genitalia, dorsal; 71, tip of aedeagus, dorsal; 72, aedeagus,lateral. - M. sontoeritaelJlm,: 73, male genitalia, latercl, - M, reinburgi Nav.: 74, tip of aedeagus, dorsal; 75, aedeagus, la-




















latetal, - M. argentílineatum UIm. : 80, aedeagus lateral ; 81 , male genitalia, lateral. - M. lachlani
Bks.: 82, male genitalia, lateral; 83, tip,of aedeagus,lateral. - M. parvum Ulm,: 86, male genitalia,
Iatelal, - M. mueilert Bks.: 8?, male genitalia, lateral; 88, tip of aedeagus, lateral. - M, burmeisteri








Fþres 92 - 100:
Pseudor4acroneûn vittatum lllm.: 92, male genitalia, lateral;93, aedeagus, late:al. - Plectroftucronemt
comptum Ulm.: 94, male genitalia, lateral. - Blephøropus díaphan¿s Kol,: 95, male genitalia, lateral;
96, aedeagus, latenl. - Synoestropsis îurcato Flint: 97, male genitalia, lateral; 98, aedeagus, lateral. -
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Figures 101 - 108:
Macronemn arcuatumErich., l}l, - M. ulmen Bks., 102. - M. hyalínum (Pict.), 103. - M. erichsoni Bks.,
104. - M. neu surinamense Flint, 105. - M. santøeritde IJlm., 106. - M. negrense n. sp., 107. - M' braueri'
Bks., 108.
Figures 109 - 116:
Macronema reinburgi Nav., t09. - M. pertyi Bks., lL}. - M. orgentilineatum tltm., 1l 1. - M. percitans
Walk., 112. -M. løchkni Bks., 113. -M. hagení Bks., 114. -M. parvum Ulm., 115. -M. muelleri
Bks., ll6.
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